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Abstract: Each machine parts that go under repair are advised to the supplier for additional repair or substitution purposes. The 
supplier should not roll out any improvements to their items or procedures without earlier composed assent and endorsement. 
The supplier might have a formally recorded change management framework, confirms and approves change proposition before 
execution. In the event that a change is affirmed, the supplier might guarantee that all related reports and records are refreshed 
to formally send the change inside their association. The parts under steady repair are distinguished by the engineering 
production. This whole procedure happens by means of email. Our fundamental thought is to give a solitary combined 
automated perspective of Repair Change Notification procedure to the repair service and engineering production. In the 
proposed framework, the manual interaction with the other team will be diminished. The precision rate of information being 
entered is high since we have computerized the tracking and approval process. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The change management process supports the processing and traceability of changes in a system to satisfy customer needs. The 
inputs are provided parallel to the ECC for manufacturing the engineering design product, SDO for delivering services to clients. 
For repair operation, no one is involved hence RCN is introduced for managing the repairing of life cycle product. Some parts can 
be repairable but some parts of a unit will be irreparable that supplier does not repair particular parts. The supplier should be 
conveyed for informing the parts under repair. Subsequently RCN is included. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
In this section we focus on change management techniques and automation processes.  
1) Kellie, J.L. Heller stein, JL. Wolf, K.L. Wu, F Krishnan describes about Change Management with Planning and Scheduling. In 

this paper, the change management process begins with the accommodation of a Request for Change (RFC), which is seen as 
work in scheduling terms. Numerous RFCs might be submitted simultaneously. The RFC portrays what could possibly be done. 
For the most part as far as hardware/software artifacts to change and in addition the due date by which the change should be 
finished. Illustrations incorporate changing the schema of a database table in a running application and introducing another 
arrival of a web application server in a multi-layered web based business framework. A vital perception is that numerous 
changes are not expressly incorporated into the RFC. Or maybe, they are simply inferred. For instance, applications must be 
recompiled on the off chance that they utilize a database table whose schema is to change. Such understood changes are a 
consequence of different sorts of connections, for example, service dependencies and asset sharing.  

2) Petra Svoboda, Zeljka Car, Cornelia Kruslin describes about Change Management Process on Database Level within RUP 
Framework. This paper shows a custom-made RUP sub process display with reference to database plan and usage. It depicts the 
way toward making and utilizing documentation for a database group working simultaneously on database execution and 
spotlights on RUP development period of the application life cycle, with the accentuation on Implementation and Change 
Management discipline on the database level. Change Management Process Model is proposed for database improvement and is 
consistent to the customized RUP structure. Joining focuses are RUP characterized artifacts, roles, and activities. The paper 
shows new artifacts added to the custom-made RUP demonstrate for effective association of the database improvement team. 

3) Thirumaran. M, Jannani. M describes about Theoretical Foundation to Evaluate the Change Measures for an Effective Web 
Service Change Management. In this paper the change measures for proficient web service change management is described. 
With the appearance in the requirement for a practical and productive arrangement which underpins the advancement and 
upgrade of the Enterprise Information Systems, the selection of Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs) for the automation of 
business forms and its combination frameworks is expanding. These SOAs depend on web benefit norms for the usage of 
administration summons crosswise over machine limits. Web services are programming frameworks intended to help 
interoperable machine-to machine communication over a system. This interoperability is increased through an arrangement of 
XML-based open benchmarks.  
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4) Y.S. Deshmukh, Pooja Mahale, Pooja Sonawane, Priyanka Nikam, Chaitali     Shinde describes about Automatic Reuse of End 
Users Input. In this paper, how the end user input is automatically reused discussed. Numerous tasks can be performed by the 
end-clients online, for example, inns booking, purchasing flight tickets and web based shopping. It might happen that, they 
return to sites and utilize those services to perform re-happening tasks, as web based shopping. The end-clients need to enter the 
rehashed data into various web applications to finish such re-happening assignments. Physically composing for documenting 
such data each time is additionally mistake inclined. It stores client inputs across multiple services by connecting client’s 
information and yield parameters. This approach pre-fills esteems to the parameters consequently by utilizing his or her past 
contributions crosswise over various web applications and services among numerous clients. Here client needs to enlist their 
data into our fundamental site which he or she needs to utilize every now and again. After enrolment clients information will 
get store into information base server through web server. At whatever point that client need to reuse their data around then the 
specific clients information will get fill consequently through API by finding comparative parameter and utilizing unique ID.  

5) Dr. R Bulli babu, T Cherishmasri Lakshmi & K Phani Deepthi describes about Public-Oriented Personalized Health Care 
Platform based on Web   Service. In this paper, we are utilizing web services advances keeping in mind the end goal to store 
information and furthermore giving rule line to individuals, and that data is exceptionally privacy of patient information. 
Keeping up every one of the information identified with each illness in a solitary database isn't conceivable. The information 
from the patient is obtained and this data is sent to particular specialist. The application put away the data of the patient in the 
cloud and it gives online access to the information base and gets the up and coming data about the infections friendship the 
general population. Each individual can have an entrance to preload and moment services for any medical problem by utilizing 
the Web Service. There administrations can be of various sorts with respect to various issues e.g., every day wellbeing checks, 
medicine updates, emergency treatment guidelines, regularly influenced sicknesses and their insurances.  

6) George R. Thomas, Glenn Ford describes about automated data entry system: performance issues. In this paper, the 
performance issues of automated data entry are discussed. This framework comprises of automated procedures to separate the 
article title, writer names, affiliations and abstract and manual workstations for the section of other required fields, for example, 
pagination, grant support data, databank accession numbers and others required for a finished bibliographic record in 
MEDLINE. The work process is started at the Check-In organize where a manager examines the standardized tag on a diary 
issue landing at the creation office. The examining administrator catches the main page of each article in the issue, since this 
page contains the fields we look to separate naturally. The subsequent TIFF pictures go into a document server and related 
information into the MARS database for which the fundamental DBMS is Microsoft's SQL Server. The OCR framework gets to 
the TIFF pictures and creates the comparing content and additionally other information unmistakable of the content characters, 
for example, jumping boxes, traits (intense, italic, underlined), certainty level, textual style and size, and others. The 
programmed zoning (AutoZone) module at that point shut out the adjoining content utilizing highlights got from the OCR yield 
information, trailed by the robotized marking (Auto name) m that recognizes the zones as the fields of intrigue (article title, 
writer names, affiliations, unique). The Auto reformats module at that point sorts out the language structure of the zone 
substance to cling to MEDLINE traditions (e.g., creator name John A. Smith progresses toward becoming Smith JA). 

TABLE 1 
Sl.No Author Pros  Cons 

I A. Kellie, J.L, et al. [5]  Achieve a high level of reusability for the data managing the 
software artifacts subject to a change 

 Provides a high level of parallelism 

 Needs scaling 
 On-line change design modification keeps 

running behind schedules needs to be addressed 
II Petra Svoboda, et al. [4]  Helpful and beneficial for both preventive and corrective 

maintenance 
 Identifies and prioritizes each tasks 

Introducing an inadequate change in a database can 
have negative impact on the functioning of the entire 
application 

III Thirumaran. M, et al. [3] 
 

 Interoperability is increased through an arrangement of XML-
based open benchmarks 

 Provides the business analysts competitive advantage and ease 
of meeting the changing demands 

Need to analyze the dependency between the rules or 
functions based on their order of execution by 
measuring the similarity between the rules  

IV Dr. R Bulli babu et al.[2]  Have higher reusability, flexibility and extensibility 
 It supports personal health risk assessment and guidance, 

real-time early warning,  active seasonal disease warning 
services for individuals 

For its large-scale commercial applications, much 
more work is needed 

  

V Y.S.Deshmukh,Pooja 
Mahale, et al.[1] 

 Prevent end-users from performing such repetitive tasks 
 Automatic linking of users input and output parameters 

Highly depend on the names of parameters for 
identifying related parameters 
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III. CONCLUSIONS 
Many organizations were using web based application for dealing with the information being utilized as a part of their firm.  The 
change management helps them to manage the parts that frequently come for repair changes. So we are providing a solution to 
manage data being generated as part of repair change notification process in an easier manner.  
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